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Overview
"Mobile computing" describes the use of computing technology on the go, through devices such as
smartphones, tablets, portable computers, and wearable computers and sensors. The SEI is focusing on
pervasive mobile computing at the tactical edge—environments in which front-line soldiers and first
responders operate.
The SEI is working to realize this vision for soldiers and first responders:
•

Front-line soldiers: Dismounted soldiers receive information that is more relevant and useful
for their current mission, on devices that consume fewer battery and bandwidth resources, using
applications that they can readily customize to support their needs.

•

Humanitarian assistance/disaster response: On-scene responders with access to local information about resource needs of victims—such as food, water, shelter, and medicine—can make
better decisions that maximize use of local resources and external assistance.

The SEI explores the architecture and implementation of mobile systems that increase the flexibility of
edge users to respond to diverse missions. In these systems, "pervasive computing"—the use of devices
embedded with chips that can connect to a network—plays a major role.

Research
The SEI's research in pervasive mobile computing focuses on identifying architectures that provide
flexible capability and rapid, simple deployment of capability to new generations of handheld devices,
such as smartphones and wearable devices, and nearby infrastructure. The SEI is investigating tactical
mobile architectures and software engineering methods and practices that can deliver the required capabilities and meet quality expectations in the dynamic and often hostile "last-mile" environment in
which soldiers and first responders work.
Research projects address such critical problems as how smartphones and similar devices can best interact with infrastructure to provide optimal capability and resource conservation, how to deliver information and avoid information overload, and how to rapidly adapt smartphone apps and verify their
security characteristics.
Our research in pervasive mobile computing focuses on
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•

edge analytics: mining data streams for intelligence

•

information superiority to the edge

•

tactical cloudlets: moving cloud computing to the edge

Edge Analytics: Mining Data Streams for Intelligence
Warfighters and emergency first responders frequently operate in environments where personnel are
required to quickly comprehend and react to rapidly-changing situations. The Edge Analytics system
offers near real-time situational awareness (seconds to minutes) by analyzing social media and other
high-velocity sensor data streams to provide actionable intelligence, trends, and summaries.
Our goal is to bring real-time analysis of data to tactical and emergency personnel by
•

applying approximation and other strategies that allow the system to meet near real-time requirements

•

leveraging contextual clues from the local environment where they are operating

•

providing controls (e.g., filters) that reduce resource consumption and data volumes, increase
the accuracy of analysis, and tailor the output to situational needs

The Edge Analytics System
•

performs macro trend analysis (sentiment, topic, entity and location) on data slices

•

analyzes social networks in real time to identify network structure and metrics

•

supports interactive visualizations to allow operators to understand and digest high volumes of
fast-moving data

Our research is dedicated to overcoming several challenges: large data volumes (e.g., 500 million tweets
per day);time sensitivity –particularly in tactical or crisis environments;data veracity - establishing trust
in data, and multi-sensor fusion –particularly open source with other forms of intelligence.

Rapid Integration, Aggregation Filtering, and Analysis of Data for Mobile
Users
Through their mobile devices, edge users may have access to numerous data sources from the military
(both U.S. and allied), other government agencies, and non-government agencies, as well as from public
data. If the data needed to support a mission is not available from just a single source, the ability to
integrate data from multiple sources can improve the quality of the information. The SEI has developed
the capability for edge users to rapidly integrate, aggregate, filter, and analyze data from multiple
sources on a single mobile display.
For example, after Hurricane Sandy, first responders in New York City could have used the application
to query Twitter streams for SOS messages, filtering the incoming data to contain only SOS messages
from New York City. This data could then have been combined with Foursquare data to give them
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information about all local businesses and establishments around them. Image data from Flickr could
have been added to give them live, incoming pictures of flood damage, road closures, and so on. With
this capability, all of this data could have been displayed on one screen and quickly analyzed to provide
better situational awareness.

Information Superiority to the Edge
Teams of personnel operating in edge environments are often overloaded and unable to extract meaningful, useful information from the flood of data available to them. They also may not always be aware
of potentially helpful information sources, or even the location and status of team members. What's
more, in constrained environments, computation capabilities may be limited to what can be carried (such
as a mobile phone or tablet), mobile bandwidth is at a premium, and battery power must be conserved
because opportunities to recharge may be scarce. These challenges make it difficult for edge users to
collect and distribute information to maintain situational awareness and to gain access to resources that
are critical to achieving their defined missions.
The SEI builds mobile applications that operate with knowledge of the individual user's and the team's
context to get the right information to the right people at the right time in an efficient way. So a mobile
app that is aware of nearby team members can collaborate with apps carried by those users to eliminate
sending and display of redundant or unnecessary data, thereby conserving both battery power and bandwidth. The app can also facilitate coordination during search and rescue operations by detecting nearby
searchers and displaying their locations on a map. Context-aware apps can also provide feedback data
on individual users. Many mobile devices contain position sensors, movement sensors, light sensors,
and proximity sensors. The app can monitor these sensors and infer the activities of the user—for example, whether the user is running or stationary—and provide valuable status information back to leadership and the team. These features of group-context-aware apps can reduce the cognitive load on individuals and on the team by providing targeted information, and help coordinate group activities to
improve the accuracy and speed with which the team completes its tasks.
The SEI seeks to improve information capture and display for warfighters and first responders using
new generations of handheld devices (e.g., smartphones) at the tactical edge, for example, in Afghanistan, in Haiti after the earthquake, or in Japan after the tsunami. We do this by
•

extending the use of contextual data from individual context (e.g., an individual's location) to
group context, leveraging information such as missions, tasks, and roles

•

making the display of information adaptive to the user's and the group's context, such as displaying friend/foe location data when warfighters are on a combat mission, or food and water
availability data to first responders helping survivors of a natural disaster
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•

using individual and group context to optimize resources—including battery, CPU, and bandwidth—by distributing tasks performed on the group's devices in an intelligent way. For example, in a squad of 10 warfighters in close proximity, not everyone will need to use GPS for
positioning, thus saving the batteries on other mobile devices with GPS turned off.

•

reducing the cognitive load on warfighters. Interviews with troops who have been in the field
and in combat have made clear that operating a mobile device is easy in normal conditions but
difficult and rarely done while under fire. Using sensors—including vibration, audio, video,
and heart rate and blood pressure monitors—mobile devices can sense environmental conditions with little or no interaction by the warfighters and first responders, allowing them to focus
on the task of staying alive and completing their missions.

The architectural Ideas behind this capability are being adapted for use in advanced, human-wearable
combat systems incorporating multiple biometric, environment, and situational awareness sensors and
heads-up display.
Delay-Tolerant Networking
Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) was originally developed for spaceflight, where communication disruption, including significant delays and packet loss, are common. DTN was adapted for environments
such as mobile land networks, military ad-hoc networks, and sensor networks by Kevin Fall, who was
then at Intel Research and is now CTO of the SEI. The SEI has further adapted the ideas of DTN to
hand-held and wearable devices, making use of context information frequently available on those devices to make smart decisions about what data should be shared and when sharing should occur In a
team environment. Among the decisions made via extensions to DTN are pre-caching of data likely to
be relevant later in a mission, preferred transmission of critical data over non-critical data, prediction of
the team location based on mission plans, and prioritized synchronization of information as quickly and
accurately as possible when connection is reestablished.

Tactical Cloudlets: Moving Cloud Computing to the Edge
To support their missions, military and emergency personnel operating in crisis and hostile environments increasingly use mobile applications. Most of these applications perform computation-intensive
tasks such as speech and image recognition, natural language processing, and situational awareness
enhancement. These tasks take a heavy toll on the mobile device's battery power and computing resources. Unfortunately, battlefield and disaster environments are not only at the edge of the network
infrastructure, but are also resource constrained, due to dynamic context, limited computing resources,
intermittent network connectivity, and high levels of stress.
Cyber-foraging augments the capabilities of resource-limited mobile devices by leveraging compute
resources in the surrounding environment. Cloudlet-based cyber-foraging relies on discoverable, generic, forward-deployed servers located in single-hop proximity of mobile devices.
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Tactical Cloudlets can be hosted on vehicles or other platforms in proximity of mobile users to
•

provide infrastructure to offload expensive computation

•

provide forward data staging for a mission

•

perform data filtering to remove unnecessary data from streams intended for dismounted users

•

serve as collection points for data heading for enterprise repositories

The server's proximity allows the mobile device adequate connectivity to offload computational tasks
to the cloudlet and share data and applications. Should that connectivity become lost or degraded, cloudlets can operate in disconnected mode. Moreover, they are virtual-machine based, which promotes scalability, mobility, flexibility, and elasticity.
Unlike cloudlet-based cyber-foraging, most cyber-foraging solutions rely on conventional Internet for
connectivity to the cloud or strategies that tightly couple mobile clients with servers at deployment time.
But these solutions don't work well in resource-constrained environments because they depend on multihop networks to the cloud and static deployments.
Multiple cyber-foraging systems have been developed that differ in terms of the strategy that they use
to leverage remote resources—where to offload, when to offload, and what to offload. However, a review of these existing systems and research has showed that
•

There is emphasis on the algorithms to support code offload and state synchronization with
minimal focus on software architecture and quality attributes beyond energy efficiency and
performance.
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•

There is little guidance on how to support quality attributes such as survivability, resilience,
trust and ease of deployment, critical in tactical environments.

Tactical Cloudlets: Research Focus
Our research focuses on developing cyber-foraging architectures and implementations that address tactical system quality attributes and therefore support deployment of tactical cloudlets as part of mobile
tactical systems.
Based on the reference architecture shown below, we implemented five different cloudlet provisioning
mechanisms that range from very dynamic mechanisms in which cloudlets are provisioned from mobile
devices to more static provisioning strategies in which cloudlets are pre-provisioned with capabilities
based on mission requirements.
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The results of experiments based on the different cloudlet provisioning mechanisms led us to combine
Cached VM with Cloudlet Push as the cloudlet provisioning mechanism to enable lower energy consumption on the mobile device, place less requirements on mobile devices, and simplify cloudlet provisioning in tactical environments.
In our goal to develop architectural strategies and prototypes for cyber-foraging that consider a wider
range of critical quality attributes not considered by the commercial mobile ecosystem, our current focus
is on survivability, in particular the survivability of mobile tactical systems. Our hypothesis is that survivability for tactical mobile systems requires quick deployment and redeployment of capabilities, fast
execution times so that computation can take place before cloudlets become out of range, and support
for disconnected operations (between cloudlets and data centers).
These are features of our baseline tactical cloudlets implementation that contribute to increased survivability of tactical mobile systems:
•

Capabilities as Services: Based on the definition of a service in the context of service orientation, each VM provides a self-contained capability and exposes a simple interface. Metadata in
the form of keywords is used by the cloudlet discovery protocol to inform mobile devices of
available capabilities.

•

Request-Response Nature of Interactions Between Mobile Devices and Cloudlets: In the case
of computation offload, tactical cloudlets are best fit for applications based on stateless, requestresponse, client/server interactions.This type of interaction enables easy detection of failed
communication between mobile devices and cloudlets as well as minimal effect on mobile devices if computation needs to be restarted or migrated.

•

Virtual machines as service containers: VMs can be started and stopped asneeded based on
number of active users (which is typically bounded in edge environments because group size
is known) therefore supporting scalability and elasticity.

•

Cloudlet Management Component: A lightweight, web-based interface to the Cloudlet Server
and Service VM repository enables easy deployment and redeployment of capabilities.

•

Standard packaging of Service VMs: Service VMs can be easily installed from the cloudlet
manager, an enterprise Service VM repository, a thumb drive, or the mobile device connected
via USB to the cloudlet.

•

Optimal cloudlet selection: We extended the cloudlet discovery protocol to use metadata from
the client app, Service VM, and the cloudlet so that in the case that there is more than one
cloudlet in range, the mobile device can automatically select the cloudlet that maximizes a
pluggable utility function. This function can be based on cloudlet load, signal strength, or any
other parameter.

•

Manual and automated cloudlet handoff: We are adding VM migration capabilities to enable
manual and automated handoff of data and computation between cloudlets that are within range
of each other. Manual handoff would enable scenarios in which a user is migrating capabilities
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from a fixed cloudlet to a mobile cloudlet to support field operations, as well as reintegration
back to the fixed cloudlet. Automated migration would enable load balancing, similar to what
is done in cloud data centers for resource optimization.
Cloudlet-Based Cyber-Foraging to Optimize Resource Consumption
The goal of this project is to optimize resources and increase computation capability of mobile devices
by using cloudlets as code-offload elements. Cloudlets are discoverable, localized, stateless servers running one or more virtual machines on which soldiers can offload expensive computations from their
handheld mobile devices. Cloudlets enhance processing capacity and conserve battery power while
providing ease of deployment in the field.
We define a three-level architecture in which cloudlets are intermediate offload elements that sit between mobile devices and the enterprise cloud. In this architecture, cloudlets are located close to the
mobile devices that they serve, for example, in a Tactical Operations Center, vehicle on the ground, or
unmanned aerial vehicle flying overhead. This proximity decreases latency and improves network resiliency by using a single-hop network, and it potentially lowers battery consumption by using WiFi or
short-range instead of broadband wireless, which typically consumes more energy.
A key attribute of this architecture is that cloudlets are stateless. Communication between the cloudlet
and the enterprise cloud is required only during provisioning. Once a cloudlet is provisioned, its connection to the enterprise cloud can be disrupted without affecting offload service to mobile clients. Adding a new offload element or replacing an existing one involves very little setup or configuration effort.
In addition, the virtual-machine technology in cloudlets provides greater flexibility in the type and platform of applications and reduces setup and administration time, which is critical for systems at the
tactical edge.
Cloudlet Provisioning Mechanisms
A key aspect of cloudlet-based cyber-foraging is cloudlet provisioning—configuring and deploying the
Service VM that contains the server code (i.e., server portion of the application) on the cloudlet so that
it is ready to use by the client running on the mobile device.
We have implemented five cloudlet provisioning mechanisms: Optimized VM Synthesis, Application
Virtualization, Cached VM, Cloudlet Push, and On-Demand VM Provisioning.
The cloudlet provisioning mechanisms share a set of common components.
•

The Mobile Client is an Android-based smartphone.

•

The Cloudlet Client and Cloudlet-Ready Apps are implemented as Android apps (Java).

•

The VM Manager is QEMU-KVM. KVM arbitrates access to the CPU and memory and
QEMU creates and manages VMs using the KVM kernel module [KVM 2014, QEMU 2014].

•

The API used to interact with QEMU is libvirt [Libvirt 2014].

•

The qemu-img tool is a QEMU disk image utility [Bellard 2013].
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•

Each Service VM is a guest VM in QEMU-KVM that runs the Application Server that corresponds to the server portion of the Cloudlet-Ready App.

•

The Cloudlet Server is implemented as an HTTP Server using CherryPy for most mechanisms,
except for Application Virtualization, which uses Jetty [CherryPy 2014, Eclipse 2014].

•

The Discovery Service is a Zeroconf-based implementation [Zeroconf 2014].

•

Port Forwarding (NAT) (for Network Address Translation) is used to forward packets received
by the Cloudlet Host to the port on which each Service VM is listening.

Each cloudlet provisioning mechanism will include descriptions of components that are specific to the
implementation of the mechanism.
Cached VM
In Cached VM, the cloudlet is pre-provisioned with Service VMs that correspond to capabilities that
match the client apps on the mobile device. The high-level architecture for cloudlet provisioning using
Cached VM is shown in the figure below. Details specific to this provisioning mechanism are as follows.
Each Service VM has a unique service identifier and is stored in the Service VM Repository as a set of
files:
•

Service VM Metadata file (.jsonsvm): JSON* file with the following fields:
o
serviceId: unique identifier for the service provided by the VM
o
servicePort: Port on which the server inside the VM will be listening for connections
*JSON stands for JavaScript Object notation and is a widely used lightweight data interchange format.

•

Disk Image file (.qcow2): qcow2 file that contain the VM disk image and contains the server
portion of the application

•

VM State Image file (.lqs): VM state image in the format that libvirt.save() generates when
saving a memory image. This format is called Libvirt Qemu Saved (lqs), and includes both the
description of the VM that was suspended, as well as the memory state of the VM that includes
the running server [Libvirt 2014].

The Service VM Repository is set up as a set of folders, each of which uses the following naming convention:
•

<serviceId>
<serviceId>.jsonsvm
<serviceId>.qcow2
<serviceId>.qcow2.lqs
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A Service VM is created by installing the application server inside a VM and then suspending it. The
JSON file is created automatically by the script that we use to create the Service VM and is stored in the
same directory as the disk and memory image files. These three files are used to launch a Service VM
so that it starts from the point at which it was suspended, therefore reducing application-ready time.
Application Virtualization
In Application Virtualization the cloudlet is also provisioned from the mobile device at runtime. Application Virtualization uses an approach similar to operating system (OS) virtualization, by "tricking" the
software into interacting with a virtual rather than actual environment. A runtime component intercepts
all system calls from an application and redirects these to resources inside the virtualized application.
Virtualized applications are created in advance for server portions of applications using tools that package the application with all its dependencies. CDE (short for Code, Data and Environment) was used as
the application virtualizer for Linux [Guo 2011] and Cameyo was used for Windows [Cameyo 2013].
CDE virtualizes applications by monitoring their execution and Cameyo by monitoring their installation
process. Both tools produce virtualized applications that are loaded on the mobile device and at runtime
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are sent to the cloudlet to be deployed in a VM that matches the OS of the virtualized application. A full
implementation is described, analyzed, and compared to VM synthesis by Messinger [Messinger 2013].
The high-level architecture for cloudlet provisioning using application virtualization is shown in the
figure below. Details specific to this provisioning mechanism are below:
•

The Cloudlet-Ready Application Package is the virtualized application that corresponds to the
server portion of the Cloudlet-Ready App and is created using the process just described.

•

The Guest VM Repository contains VM disk image files for each operating system supported
by the cloudlet.

High-Level Architecture for Application Virtualization
Optimized VM Synthesis
In VM synthesis, the cloudlet is provisioned from the mobile device at runtime. The original implementation of VM synthesis is fully described by Simanta and colleagues [Simanta 2013].
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In the Optimized VM Synthesis implementation, the goal is to reduce application-ready time – the time
between the cloudlet provisioning request and the notification that the server is ready for execution. The
high-level architecture for cloudlet provisioning using Optimized VM Synthesis is shown in Figure 1.
Details specific to this provisioning mechanism are below:
•

An Application Overlay that corresponds to the server portion of a client-server application is
created once offline, by starting a VM instance from a Base VM disk image file (that uses
QEMU copy on write 2 (qcow2) [McLoughlin 2008] as the VM disk image file format) and a
base memory image, installing the server on the base VM image, and suspending the VM.
When VM is suspended, two files are created as part of the application overlay: one that corresponds to the disk image differences between the suspended VM and the base VM (the qcow2
file) and another that corresponds to the binary difference between the suspended memory image and the base memory image (calculated using xdelta3 [Xdelta 2014] and VCDIFF [JmDNS
2011] format). These calculated overlays (disk and memory) are compressed using LZMA2
with the XZ stream compression format [Lehr 2002] and loaded on the mobile device. The
overlay creation process is shown in Figure 2.

•

The Base VM Repository contains the set of all Base VM disk image and memory image files
from which application overlays were created.

•

The xdelta3 [Xdelta 2014] and lzma [Python 2014] libraries are used by the Cloudlet Server at
runtime to decompress and apply the received application overlay to its corresponding Base
VM (details in Figure 2).
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High-Level Architecture for VM Synthesis
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Application Overlay Creation Process for VM Synthesis
Cloudlet Push
In Cloudlet Push, the cloudlet is not only pre-provisioned with Service VMs, but also mobile client apps
that can use the Service VMs. The high-level architecture for cloudlet provisioning using Cloudlet Push
is shown in the figure below. Details specific to this provisioning mechanism are as follows:
•

Each Cloudlet-Ready App has a unique identifier and additional metadata that is stored in the
Cloudlet-Ready App Repository. The Cloudlet Server uses this information to build a CloudletReady App List that is sent to the Cloudlet Client upon request, similar to accessing an app
store. It is important to note that the only element that is needed on the Mobile Client is the
Cloudlet Client.

•

The Cloudlet-Ready App and its Cloudlet-Ready Application Metadata are obtained from the
cloudlet at runtime and saved on the Mobile Client.
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High-Level-Architecture for Cloudlet Push
On-Demand VM Provisioning
In On-Demand VM Provisioning, a commercial cloud provisioning tool is used to assemble a Service
VM. In this case the cloudlet has access to all the elements for putting together a Service VM based on
a provisioning script. The experimental prototype uses Puppet, and the provisioning script is a manifest
that is written in Puppet's declarative language [Puppet 2014]. The high-level architecture for cloudlet
provisioning using On-Demand VM Provisioning is shown in the figure. Below the figure are details
specific to this provisioning mechanism.
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High-Level Architecture for On-Demand Provisioning
A Baseline VM is a suspended VM that is used as a template for the construction of Service VMs. It is
important to note that unlike Base VMs in VM Synthesis, Baseline VMs can be modified, updated, and
maintained continuously without affecting the provisioning process. Each Baseline VM is stored in the
Baseline VM Repository as a set of files:
•

Disk Image file (.qcow2): qcow2 file that corresponds to the VM disk image of the Baseline
VM. It should contain a basic OS installation plus any components and libraries commonly used
by Service VMs. In the experimental prototype that uses Puppet, the following components need
to be part of the Baseline VM:
o

SSH Server for the Cloudlet Server to send files and commands. In this provisioning
mechanism, QEMU-KVM is set up with User Networking [QEMU 2014] so that the
Cloudlet Server can send SSH commands to the Service VM.

o

Puppet Client for the execution of Puppet manifests inside the VM.
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o

Link to the Cloudlet Server so that the Service VM can download packages and dependencies that are stored locally on the Cloudlet (via HTTP with the Cloudlet Server
acting as an HTTP file server).

•

VM State Image file (.lqs): VM state image in the format that libvirt.save() generates when
saving a memory image

•

Baseline VM Metadata file (.jsonbmd): JSON file with the following fields that describes the
basic features of the Baseline VM
o

osFamily (string): Basic OS family (e.g., “Linux”, “Windows”)

o

os (string): Name of the OS or distribution (e.g., “Windows 7”, “Ubuntu”)

o

osVersion (string): OS version (e.g., “SP1”, “8.1”, “12.10”)

o

osISA: Instruction set (e.g., “x86-32” or “x86-64”)

The Baseline VM Repository is set up as a set of folders, each of which uses the following naming
convention:
•

<baseline-vm-id>
o

<baseline-vm-id>.jsonbmd

o

<baseline-vm-id>.qcow2

o

<baseline-vm-id>.qcow2.lqs <

Each Cloudlet-Ready App has a corresponding Service Provisioning Script and Metadata that are used
to set up the corresponding Service VM on the cloudlet.
•

Baseline VM Metadata file (.jsonbmd): JSON file that describes the basic features of the Baseline VM that is needed to create the Service VM. The format is the same as the Baseline VM
Metadata file described above and is used during the provisioning process to find matching
Baseline VMs.

•

Service VM Metadata file (.jsonsvm): JSON file with the same structure defined in the explanation of Cached VM to describe a Service VM.

•

Puppet Manifest: Script with instructions on what must be provisioned inside the Service VM,
such as the application server to install, dependencies, and libraries. The script follows the
standard for Puppet manifests [Puppet Labs 2014].

The Services and Dependencies Repository contains two sets of files. Although in the experimental
prototype these files are retrieved from the Cloudlet Host using HTTP download, they could also be
obtained from an external URL if there were connectivity.
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•

Files that compose the actual service to be provided by the Service VM (implemented in the
Application Server)

•

Dependencies: Files that compose any dependencies/libraries that could be used by Services.
In the experimental prototype it is implemented for Ubuntu as an APT-GET repository and for
Windows as MSI packages.

Tactical Cloudlets: Future Research
The next quality attribute that we will focus on in our research is trust. Our current cloudlet implementation relies on the security provided by the network, that is, a mobile device is allowed to interact with
a cloudlet according to network policies and permissions. This means that the cloudlet implementation
is as secure as the network. While this may be acceptable in many domains, it is likely not enough for
tactical environments.
A key aspect of cloudlets is that they are discoverable. The Cloudlet Client that is installed on a cloudletenabled mobile device uses Multicast DNS to query for cloudlets (set up as cloudlet services by the
Discovery Service that runs on the cloudlet). Multicast DNS protocols are known to be insecure. However, securing the discovery process is not the problem because port scans or other probing methods can
easily bypass discovery.
A potential starting point for embedding security in our cloudlet implementation is establishing that
initial trust between mobile devices and cloudlets; that is
•

As a mobile device, is what I discovered really a "friendly" cloudlet?

•

As a cloudlet, did that offloading request really come from a "friendly" mobile device?

A common solution for establishing trust between two nodes is to use a third-party, online trusted authority that validates the credentials of the requester or a certificate repository. However, the characteristics of tactical edge environments do not consistently provide access to that third-party authority or
certificate repository because they are DIL environments (disconnected, intermittent, limited).
Our future research will explore solutions for establishing trusted identities in disconnected environments. Even though the motivation comes from cloudlets, the goal is for the results to be applied to any
form of trusted communication betwen two or more computing nodes. A review of related work shows
that this is indeed a challenge and there are many relevant and interesting ideas but not very many
specific solutions.
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